INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

It has been demonstrated that mechanical stability of G-quadruplexes ([@B1],[@B2]) is higher than the stall force of motor proteins such as RNA and DNA polymerases ([@B3]). This suggests that G-quadruplexes can interfere with replication or transcription processes from mechanical perspective. Telomeric G-quadruplex structures stabilized by a small molecule have shown increased mechanical stabilities that may further thwart the efforts of motor proteins including helicase ([@B6]) to work on the telomere overhang. Various G-quadruplex (GQ) targeting ligands, such as pyridostatin (PDS), have been reported by different groups ([@B9]). However, none of the ligands tested so far has shown strong specificity towards a particular G-quadruplex. The challenge of using small molecules to target a particular G-quadruplex arises as 716310 potential G-quadruplex forming sequences are known to exist in human genome ([@B13],[@B14]). The situation becomes even more complicated as thousands of mRNA pieces also contain G-quadruplex forming sequences ([@B15]). Most small molecules bind to G-quadruplexes through generic π-π stacking and electrostatic attractions. However, it may be challenging to develop highly specific G-quadruplex ligands to target a particular G-quadruplex in genome to avoid non-specific binding that leads to altered expression of unrelated genes ([@B16]).

The specificity problem for G-quadruplex can be addressed by targeting the adjacent duplex DNA sequences, which are often unique ([@B17],[@B18]). It is conceivable that by incorporating both dsDNA and G-quadruplex recognition elements in the same molecule, additive binding enthalpies will lead to stronger binding. In addition, the proximity effect in the dual recognition can reduce the entropic penalty due to the formation of the bound complex. Similar effect has been observed in the polyvalent binding that has significantly increased binding affinity relative to the monomeric recognitions ([@B19],[@B20]).

Many approaches exist to specifically target duplex DNA. A notable example is pyrrole--imidazole polyamide ([@B21]), in which antiparallel arrangement of imidazole (Im) and pyrrole (Py) can recognize a G-C base pair, whereas a Py--Py binds to an A--T or a T--A base pair ([@B22]). Prior research has shown that different structures of polyamides, such as monomeric hairpins and cyclic/tandem hairpins ([@B23]), can bind to the minor groove of desired dsDNA segments found in telomere or promoter regions.

Telomeres located at the end of the chromosomes are important to stabilize chromosomes and regulate replication processes ([@B26],[@B27]). Human telomere consists of ∼10 kb duplex DNA that extends to 200 ± 75 nt single-stranded overhang at the 3′ end. Both regions contain tandem repeats of 5′-TTAGGG-3′, which are known to form G-quadruplex structures ([@B26],[@B28],[@B29]). The unique topology at the junction of the duplex and single-stranded telomere region offers an opportunity to specifically target the G-quadruplex formed at the interface ([@B30]). In the present study, we synthesized tandem-hairpin Py--Im polyamide--pyridostatin (PA***−***PDS) conjugates (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to target natural human telomere interfaces, which were constructed by a duplex sequence, d(TTAGGG)~2~, followed by a single-stranded sequence, d(TTAGGG)~4~ ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To evaluate the binding of the PA-PDS to these telomere interfaces, we innovated sub-molecular mechanical unfolding experiments in which bindings of the two monovalent components (PA and PDS) inside the bivalent conjugate were separately determined in optical tweezers. We found that these two-component bindings demonstrated identical dissociation constants (*K*~d~ = 0.8 nM) to the telomere interface. Compared to the PA or PDS alone, the PA--PDS conjugates showed specific binding to the human telomere interface with ∼50 and ∼500 times higher affinities, respectively. The tighter binding also increased the capability of PA--PDS to stall replication carried out by phi 29 DNA polymerase. As polyamides can be designed to target almost any desired duplex DNA, we anticipate this dual binding strategy provides a powerful tool to address the specificity problem for the G-quadruplexes not only in telomeres, but also in promoter regions. In addition, the new single-molecule binding assay allows a sub-molecular perspective to separately evaluate the binding efficacy of each monovalent component in a multivalent ligand.

![Schematic of the interaction between the naturally occurring human telomere interface (**--1 nt telomere interface**) and the polyamide**−**pyridostatin (PA**−**PDS) ligand. (**A**) Setup of the mechanical unfolding experiments in optical tweezers. The single-molecule platform comprises a G-quadruplex-hosting ssDNA region and a dsDNA region that binds to the tandem-hairpin pyrrole-imidazole polyamide (**TH59b-SL-PDS**, represented by empty and filled circles). This DNA interface is sandwiched between the two dsDNA spacers, which are separately tethered to the two optically trapped beads via digoxigenin (Dig) -- Dig-antibody and biotin--streptavidin linkages. (**B**) Chemical structure of the tandem-hairpin pyrrole-imidazole polyamide conjugated with the pyridostatin (**TH59b-SL-PDS**).](gkz135fig1){#F1}

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Materials {#SEC2-1}
---------

To synthesize the DNA constructs for laser tweezers experiments, the DNA oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies ([www.idtdna.com](http://www.idtdna.com)) and purified with denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Unless specified otherwise, all enzymes were obtained from New England Biolabs ([www.neb.com](http://www.neb.com)). Streptavidin coated and anti-digoxigenin coated polystyrene beads were purchased from Spherotech (Lake Forest, IL, USA). All chemicals including Tris-HCl and KCl were purchased from either Fisher Scientific or Sigma with purities \>99.0%.

Synthesis of DNA constructs for single-molecule laser tweezers experiments {#SEC2-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The DNA constructs for single-molecule ligand-binding investigations were prepared using a similar protocol described elsewhere ([@B1]). Briefly, to synthesize the natural telomere 4G interface construct (the --**1 nt telomere interface**, [Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the DNA sequences comprising two 5′-TTAGGG repeats in the dsDNA section and four 5′-TTAGGG repeats in the ssDNA region of the interface (see the dsDNA--ssDNA hybrid sequence below) were sandwiched between two long dsDNA spacers (2028 bp and 2690 bp). The 2028 bp handle was prepared by PCR amplification of a pBR322 plasmid (New England Biolab, NEB) using a 5′ biotinylated primer, 5′-biotin-GCA TTA GGA AGC AGC CCA GTA GTA GG-3′(IDT, Coralville, IA, USA), to label the biotin at the 5′ end. The PCR product was digested by the XbaI restriction enzyme (NEB). The 2,028 bp handle was then ligated with the dsDNA--ssDNA hybrid, 5' CTAG TGC ATG AGC ACG G TTAGGG TTAGGG TTAG[GGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTA]{.ul} GC CAG CAA GAC GTA GCC CAG CGC GTC 3', where underline part represents the ssDNA section (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for DNA sequences). This hybrid consists of an XbaI overhang at the 5′-end and an EagI overhang at the 3′-end. The 2,690 bp DNA handle was synthesized by the SacI (NEB) and EagI (NEB) digestions of a pEGFP plasmid (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). This handle was subsequently labeled at the 3′ end by digoxigenin (Dig) using 18 μM Dig-dUTP (Roche) and terminal transferase (Fermentas). The final DNA construct was synthesized using T4 DNA ligase (NEB) through two-piece ligation of the 2028 and 2690 dsDNA handles. Other DNA constructs with different DNA sequences in dsDNA--ssDNA hybrid (the **0 nt telomere interface** and the **+1 nt telomere interface**) were prepared using the similar procedure as described above (see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To synthesize the **telomere hairpin interface** construct ([Supplementary Figure S2E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), an oligonucleotide 5′- CTA GTG CAT TAG GAA GCA GCC CAG TAG TAG GAA AAA AAA TT CA CC ACA -3′ ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was annealed with an oligonucleotide 5′ TTT TTT TTC CTA CTA CTG GGC TGC TTC CTA ATG CA 3′ at 97°C for 5 min and slowly cooled to room temperature for 6 h. The small dsDNA fragment was ligated with the 2028 bp DNA handle by T4 DNA ligase (NEB) and gel purified using a kit (Midsci, St. Louis, MO, USA). On the other side of the DNA construct, an oligonucleotide 5′ GGGC TGT GG TG TT GC CAG CAA GAC GTA GCC CAG CGC GTC 3′ was annealed with an oligonucleotides 5′ GGCC GAC GCG CTG GGC TAC GTC TTG CTG GC 3′ and subsequently ligated with the 2690 bp handle and gel purified. Final DNA construct was synthesized using T4 DNA ligase (NEB) through three-piece ligation of the 2028 and 2690 dsDNA handles and the oligonucleotides, 5′ GCCC GTACG TAGGG TTAGGG TTAG[GGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTT TTT]{.ul} CTAA CCCTAA CCCTA CGTAC3′, which contained G-quadruplex forming sequence in the loop of the hairpin (underlined part represents hairpin loop).

Laser tweezers instrumentation {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------

Detailed description of the laser tweezers instrument has been reported elsewhere ([@B31]). In brief, a diode pumped solid-state (DPSS, 1064 nm wavelengths in continuous-wave mode, BL-106C, Spectra-physics) was used to generate P- and S-polarized laser beams for two laser traps. The position of each trap was detected separately using two position-sensitive photodetectors (DL100, Pacific Silicon Sensor). A steerable mirror (Nano-MTA, Mad City Laboratories) was used to control the S-polarized light at the plane conjugate to the back focal plane of a focusing objective (Nikon CFI-Plan-Apochromat × 60, NA = 1.2, water immersion, working distance ∼320 μm). The laser powers in the two split laser beams were maintained at 233 and 210 mW, respectively, to trap two polystyrene particles. During the experiments, the tension inside the DNA construct was exerted by the movement of the steerable mirror using the LabView 8 program (National Instruments Corporation).

Single-molecule mechanochemical experiments in a laser tweezers set up {#SEC2-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To perform mechanochemical experiment, 1.5 μl of a diluted DNA construct (∼1 ng/μl) was incubated with 1 μl of 0.1% solution of digoxigenin (Dig)-antibody coated polystyrene beads (diameter: 2.10 μm) for about half hour at room temperature (25°C), which immobilized the DNA construct on the bead surface through the Dig-anti Dig complex formation. The incubated sample was further diluted to 1 ml in a 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4, supplemented with 100 mM KCl). Streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (1 μl, diameter: 1.87 μm) were also dispersed into the same buffer (1 ml) and injected into top two channels in a three-channel microfluidic chamber in the laser tweezers set up. The 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4, supplemented with 100 mM KCl) was flowed in the middle channel of the microfluidic chamber (flow rate: 0.05 μl/min) in absence or presence of ligands. Two separate laser beams were used to trap two different types of beads. By escorting one of the trapped beads closer to another using the steerable mirror, the DNA was tethered between the two trapped beads. After the tethering, one of the trapped beads was moved away from another with a loading speed of ∼5.5 pN/s for the --1, 0 and +1 nt **telomere interface constructs** ∼1.5 pN/s for the -1 nt **hairpin telomere interface construct**. This rate allowed us to collect significant amount of data in a reasonable timescale at a condition close to the unfolding equilibrium of a DNA secondary structure. An unfolding event was identified as a sudden change in the end-to-end distance during the force ramping. The unfolding force was measured directly from the *F--X* curves while the change-in-contour-length (Δ*L*) due to the unfolding was calculated by the data points flanking the rupture event using an extensible worm-like chain (WLC) model (Equation [1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) ([@B32],[@B33]). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}\frac{{\Delta x}}{{\Delta L}} = 1 - \frac{1}{2}{\left( {\frac{{{k_B}T}}{{FP}}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}} + \frac{F}{S}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where Δ*x* is the change in extension between the data points of the stretching and relaxing curves at the same force (*F*), *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is absolute temperature, *P* is the persistent length (50.8 ± 1.5 nm) ([@B34]), and *S* is the elastic stretch modulus (1243 ± 63 pN) ([@B34]).

SPR assays {#SEC2-5}
----------

The SPR assays were performed on a BIACORE X instrument (GE Healthcare) with 3′--biotinylated DNA oligonucleotides (Sigma Genosis) and streptavidin--coated sensor chip SA (GE Healthcare) following the previous reports ([@B35]). Sequence of the biotinylated DNA is 5′-CTAA (CCCTAA)~2~ GCTTTTGC (TTAGGG)~6~TTATTTT-biotin-3′. 1 nM of DNA dissolved in HBS-EP buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% v/v Surfactant P20) was injected to immobilize the biotinylated DNA to streptavidin--coated sensor chip at a flow rate of 10 μl/min to obtain the desired immobilization level (up to ∼1000 RU rise). The assays were performed with the running buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 200 mM KCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.005% v/v Surfactant P20) ([@B38]) containing 0.1% DMSO at 25°C. A series of sample solutions with various concentrations were prepared in the running buffer and injected at a flow rate of 20 μl/min. After each assay, the washing buffer (1 M NaCl, 50 mM NaOH) was injected. To calculate dissociation constants (*K*~d~), data processing of SPR sensorgrams was performed with 1:1 binding with mass transfer model using BIAevaluation 4.1 program ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Polymerase stop assay {#SEC2-6}
---------------------

The DNA polymerase stop assay was performed according to modified protocols ([@B39],[@B40]). Briefly, we synthesized a DNA template in which the **--1 nt telomere interface** is placed downstream of a primer labelled with Cy3 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). A reaction mixture (8 μl) containing the DNA template (312 nM), BSA (1×), KCl (100 mM), and ligands (78--312 nM) was incubated in a Phi29 DNA polymerase buffer (1 ×) at room temperature (25°C) for 30 min to form G-quadruplex--ligand complex. Primer extension was carried out by adding 2 U phi29 DNA polymerase at 30°C for 1 h. The enzymatic reaction was stopped by addition of 8 μl alkaline loading buffer (Formamide 95% and 10 mM NaOH), heated at 95°C for 5 min, and cooled on ice for 5 min. The reaction mixture was pre-concentrated to ∼10 μl before loading for 16% denatured PAGE for 45 min at 65 W. The gel image was recorded using Typhoon FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare, Cleveland, OH, USA) and quantified using Kodak 1D Scientific Imaging System (New Haven, CT, USA). Dideoxy sequencing reactions were carried out with the same DNA template (312 nM), dNTPs (1 mM) and ddNTP (200 μM) to provide a sequencing ladder for assignment of the DNA polymerase arrest sites by adding 2.5U Taq DNA polymerase at 37°C for 30 min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

Design and synthesis of the dsDNA--ssDNA telomere interface constructs {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have shown that tandem-hairpin pyrrole--imidazole polyamides specifically recognize the telomere dsDNA with two to four repeats of 5′-TTAGGG-3′ ([@B41],[@B35],[@B36]). In our telomere interface design (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we used two double-stranded TTAGGG repeats, which are followed by a G-quadruplex forming ssDNA, 5′-(TTAGGG)~4~TTA-3′. Given that ∼80% of the naturally occurring double-stranded telomere ends with a C-rich sequence, 3′-CCAATC-5′ ([@B44]), we incorporated this sequence in one of our natural telomere interface constructs (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is noticeable that such a construct contains an overlapping G-C pair between the G-quadruplex hosting single-stranded sequence and the dsDNA segment (the construct is designated as '**-1 nt telomere interface**'), which is expected to weaken the formation of the interfacial G-quadruplex and possibly reduce the binding affinity between the pyridostatin (PDS) and the G-quadruplex. To investigate the effect of this overlapping base pair on the formation of telomere G-quadruplex, we also designed two other less abundant telomere interfaces that contain 0 and 1 base-pair spacers between the dsDNA and the G-quadruplex hosting ssDNA section (designated as '**0 nt telomere interface**' and '**+1 nt telomere interface**', respectively, see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall constructs were synthesized by sandwiching the interface sequences between two dsDNA handles of 2028 and 2690 bp in length (see Materials and Methods for details). These DNA constructs were tethered to two optically trapped beads via digoxigenin (Dig)--Dig-antibody and biotin-streptavidin linkages, respectively, for initial mechanical unfolding experiments.

Design and synthesis of the pyrrole-imidazole polyamide−pyridostatin (PA−PDS) conjugates {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the molecular binding to the telomere interfaces, three ligands were synthesized by conjugating monomeric or dimeric polyamides with the PDS ([@B9]) through different linker lengths ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Two of the PA***−***PDS conjugates (**TH59b-SL-PDS** and **TH59b-LL-PDS**) contain dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamides that are connected to the PDS via short (SL) and long (LL) linkers, respectively. The third PA***−***PDS conjugate (**H59-SL-PDS**) contains a monomeric hairpin polyamide that is connected to the PDS via the short linker ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The pyrrole-imidazole polyamides, **TH59b** and **H59**, were prepared by solid phase syntheses (see Supplementary Methods), followed by connecting to the DBCO-NHS ester with different linker lengths ([Supplementary Schemes S1-S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figures S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The final polyamide***−***pyridostatin conjugates (**TH59b-SL-PDS, TH59b-LL-PDS**, and **H59-SL-PDS**) were synthesized via copper-free click chemistry between the azide-modified PDS (see [Supplementary Scheme S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Methods for synthesis](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the azadibenzocyclooctyne-modified polyamides. The products were purified by HPLC and analyzed by mass spectrometry before binding experiments ([Supplementary Figures S3-S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Strong and specific binding of the polyamide−pyridostatin conjugates to the telomere interfaces {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used the **+1 nt telomere interface** ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as a single-molecule template to evaluate the binding of different PA**−**PDS conjugates ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) by mechanical unfolding in optical tweezers (see Materials and Methods). First, the single-molecular DNA construct was stretched without ligand by moving one of the optically trapped beads away from another with a loading rate of 5.5 pN/s in a 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4 with 100 mM KCl) at room temperature. At physiologically relevant *K^+^* concentration (100 mM), the telomere sequence containing four repeats of 5′TTAGGG preferentially forms hybrid-1 type (mixed parallel/antiparallel) G-quadruplex structure (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B45]). As the tension inside the DNA construct increased, a rupture event was observed in the force-extension (*F--X*) curve ([Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, green) at 22.4 ± 0.8 pN ([Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, right), which indicates the unfolding of a secondary structure in the telomere interface construct. The observed change-in-contour-length (Δ*L*, [Supplementary Figure S10B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, left) during unfolding (8.0 ± 0.2 nm) matched with the expected value for unfolding of the telomeric G-quadruplex (∼8.4 nm, see [Supplementary Methods for](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} calculation).

Next, the mechanical unfolding was repeated in the same buffer with 100 nM PA**−**PDS conjugates to investigate the ligand binding effects. We observed that in some *F--X* curves, the unfolding force increased from ∼22 pN to ∼45 pN ([Supplementary Figure S10A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, pink). The increased force is indicative of ligand binding to a telomeric G-quadruplex(1) likely ([@B48],[@B49]). The unfolding force histograms in [Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were subsequently analyzed by statistical deconvolution ([@B50]) to obtain the fraction of ligand-bound G-quadruplex. Among the three PA**−**PDS conjugates (100 nM each), the dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamide**−**pyridostatin conjugate with a short linker (**TH59b-SL-PDS**) showed the highest bound fraction (34.4%, [Supplementary Figure S10C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) compared to the **H59-SL-PDS** (24.2%, [Supplementary Figure S10D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or **TH59b-LL-PDS** (16.3%, [Supplementary Figure S10E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compared to the **TH59b-SL-PDS**, the less binding of the **H59-SL-PDS** can be explained by the fact that the monomeric hairpin polyamide (H59) has reduced binding specificity or affinity to the duplex telomere DNA with respect to the dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamide (TH59b). On the other hand, the low binding fraction of **TH59b-LL-PDS** to the G-quadruplex at the telomere interface can be ascribed to the long linker between the polyamide and PDS, which imparts increased entropic penalty upon the formation of the bound complex. Based on these results, in subsequent experiments we used **TH59b-SL-PDS** as the ligand to target the telomere interfaces.

To evaluate the binding of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** to the **--1 nt telomere interface** that has the highest natural abundance ([@B44]) (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we compared the binding of the ligand and its components, PDS and TH59b, in the same Tris buffer described above. Without ligand, we obtained a mean rupture force of 19.2 ± 0.4 pN (Figures [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} left and 2B). Similar to the TH59b-SL-PDS in the +1 nt telomere interface, in presence of 100 nM **PDS** or **TH59b-SL-PDS**, the rupture force showed two populations. While the higher force population (∼40 pN, see Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} right panel for a representative *F--X* curve) corresponds to the ligand-bound G-quadruplex(1), the lower force species (∼20 pN) is consistent with a ligand-free G-quadruplex. After statistical deconvolution of these two populations,([@B50]) we found that the **TH59b-SL-PDS** showed much higher bound fraction (48.8%, Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) than the **PDS** (18.7%, Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As the **TH59b-SL-PDS** and **PDS** possess bivalent and monovalent binding modes respectively, this result confirmed that additive binding enthalpies and reduced entropic penalty in the bivalent binding lead to increased affinity ([@B23]). It is noteworthy that the dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamide **TH59b** did not stabilize G-quadruplex as the mean rupture force (20.1 ± 0.5 pN, Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was similar to that without ligand (19.2 ± 0.4 pN, Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Due to the mechanical unfolding orientation that aligns with the duplex DNA adjacent to the G-quadruplex-containing fragment (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we were not able to evaluate the binding of the **TH59b** to the duplex telomere DNA.

![Typical Force-Extension (F-X) curves and unfolding force histograms of the G-quadruplex in the **--1 nt telomere interface** with and without ligands. (**A**) Representative *F*--*X* curves with unfolding features (insets) for the G-quadruplex in the telomere interface without (left) and with (right) 100 nM ligands in a 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) supplemented with 100 mM KCl. Colored and black traces represent stretching and relaxing curves, respectively. The rupture force (RF) histograms of the **--1 nt telomere interface** are shown in the same buffer without ligand (**B**) and with 100 nM each of **TH59b-SL-PDS** (**C**), **PDS** (**D**) and **TH59b** (**E**). The green solid curve depicts the ligand-free G-quadruplex whereas the pink solid curve represents the ligand-bound G-quadruplex. *N* represents the number of unfolding features.](gkz135fig2){#F2}

As a control, we evaluated the binding specificity of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** to the construct **Tel-4G** (see [Supplementary Figure S2D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for sequence) in which the single-stranded G-quadruplex hosting DNA is flanked by a double-stranded section not recognized by the polyamides used here. Consistent with the **-1 nt telomere interface** without ligand (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), this construct showed a mean rupture force of 21.1 ± 0.4 pN for the G-quadruplex formed in the ssDNA section in the same buffer (10 mM Tris with 100 mM KCl, pH 7.4) without ligand (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). With 100 nM **TH59b-SL-PDS**, the G-quadruplex showed a ligand-bound fraction of 11.8% (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which is about 4 times lower than that in the **--1 nt telomere interface** construct (48.8%, Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This result demonstrated that the dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamide moiety (**TH59b**) specifically interacts with the duplex telomeric sequence, facilitating the binding of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** to the **--1 nt telomere interface**. Compared to the **TH59b-SL-PDS** (11.8%), similar ligand-bound fraction (13.0%) (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) was observed for the binding of 100 nM **PDS** to the Telo-4G, indicating that the polyamide moiety should not bind to the telomere G-quadruplex. This result was further confirmed by the absence of the binding between 100 nM polyamide **TH59b** and the telomere G-quadruplex in the Telo-4G construct (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). All these control experiments firmly established the high binding specificity between the **TH59b-SL-PDS** and the natural telomere interface.

![Interaction of the polyamide--pyridostatin (**TH59b-SL-PDS**), **TH59b**, and **PDS** with the G-quadruplex in the **Telo-4G** construct that contains duplex DNA sequences non-specific for the polyamide binding (see [Supplementary Figure S2D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the construct sequence). The rupture force histograms of the Telo-4G construct are shown without ligand (**A**), and with 100 nM each of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** (**B**), **PDS** (**C**) or **TH59b** (**D**). The experiments were performed in a 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) with 100 mM KCl. The green solid curve depicts the ligand-free G-quadruplex whereas the pink solid curve represents the ligand-bound G-quadruplex. *N* represents the number of unfolding features.](gkz135fig3){#F3}

Submolecular dissection of the binding between the polyamide−pyridostatin conjugates and the telomere interface {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed above, the geometry of the mechanical unfolding described in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} cannot evaluate the binding of the polyamide (**TH59b**) to the telomere interface, which aligns with the direction of external force. As a result, it is impossible to directly compare the binding affinities of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** and the **TH59b** to the telomere interface. We reasoned that if the telomere interface can be introduced with an angle to the direction of mechanical unfolding, it becomes possible to evaluate the binding of the **TH59b** to the duplex region ([@B51]) as well as that of the **PDS** to the G-quadruplex. To this end, we introduced a DNA stem--loop structure (hairpin) in which duplex telomere sequence 5′-TAGGGTTAGGGTTAG is located in the hairpin stem whereas single-stranded GG(TTAGGG)~3~ is placed in the loop (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Since this interface sequence is the same as the **-1 nt telomere interface**, the construct is named as '**-1 nt hairpin telomere interface**'. After the hairpin was tethered to the two optically trapped particles via two dsDNA handles, mechanical unfolding of the hairpin was carried out in a 10 mM Tris buffer supplemented with 100 mM KCl (pH 7.4).

![Binding evaluations of the **TH59b, PDS**, and **TH59b-SL-PDS** to the telomere interface contained in a stem-loop (hairpin) structure. (**A**) Schematic of the interaction between the **TH59b-SL-PDS** and the telomere interface (--1 nt spacer) inside the DNA hairpin (**-1 nt hairpin telomere interface**). The hairpin stem contains a TH59b binding sequence, whereas the hairpin loop contains telomere G-quadruplex sequence. The DNA hairpin is sandwiched between two dsDNA handles for mechanical unfolding experiments. (**B**) Representative force--extension curves without (green) and with 100 nM **TH59b-SL-PDS** (pink) recorded at ∼ 1.5 pN/s pulling rate. (**C**) Hairpin (left panels) and G-quadruplex (right panels) rupture force histograms without and with 100 nM each of the **PDS, TH59b**, or **TH59b-SL-PDS**. The green solid curve depicts the ligand-free G-quadruplex whereas the pink solid curve represents the ligand-bound G-quadruplex](gkz135fig4){#F4}

Without ligands, two unfolding features were observed in *F--X* curves (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} green). The first feature at ∼15 pN is likely the unfolding of the DNA hairpin stem ([@B52],[@B53]) whereas the second feature at ∼19 pN the unfolding of the telomere G-quadruplex (1) (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} green and Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} top panel). Evaluation of the change-in-contour-length (Δ*L*) confirmed these assignments (observed Δ*L*: 26.0 ± 0.4 and 7.6 ± 0.2 nm for the hairpin and telomere G-quadruplex, respectively ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} top panel); expected Δ*L*: ∼29.2 nm (hairpin) and ∼8.4 nm (G-quadruplex), see [Supplementary Methods for](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} calculation). During refolding, *F--X* curves showed two features without ligands. The first refolding feature appeared at ∼ 9.0 pN (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left curves). The rapid folding-unfolding transition (or hopping) at that force was indicative of hybridization and melting of the base pairs in the hairpin stem. Since G-quadruplex was located inside the loop of the hairpin (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the hybridization in any regime of the hairpin stem would mask the folding information of the G-quadruplex. The second refolding feature occurred at ∼4.5 pN, which indicated the folding to a fully folded hairpin (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left curves). The observed ΔL values for the first (13.3 ± 0.6 nm) and the second (15.6 ± 0.6 nm) refolding was close to that for a fully folded hairpin stem (37.6 nm, see [Supplementary Method for](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} calculation). The discrepancy can be due to the slow refolding transition between the two refolding events ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations strongly suggest the first refolding was due to the hybridization of the upper stem of the hairpin whereas the second refolding corresponded to the hybridization of the lower stem of the hairpin.

With these assignments, next, we mechanically unfolded the **--1 nt hairpin telomere interface** with 100 nM each of **PDS, TH59b** and **TH59b-SL-PDS** in the same Tris buffer. In **PDS**, the change-in-contour-lengths (Δ*L*) for the hairpin (25.6 ± 0.5 nm) and the G-quadruplex (7.6 ± 0.3 nm) were identical to those without ligand ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, compare top 2 panels). However, we observed that some unfolding forces of the G-quadruplex increased from ∼19 pN to ∼40 pN (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, curves see [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) whereas that of the hairpin did not change (Figures [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that PDS specifically bound to a telomere G-quadruplex rather than the hairpin stem. After deconvolution of the unfolding force histograms, we obtained 14.3% ligand-bound G-quadruplex at 100 nM PDS.

In polyamide **TH59b**, we observed two different *F-X* curves ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Types III and IV) in addition to the curves identical to those without ligand ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Type I). In the Type III curve, the Δ*L* of the hairpin (27.0 ± 0.5 nm) or G-quadruplex (8.0 ± 0.2 nm) was similar to that without ligand ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, compare the third and the top panels). While the unfolding force of hairpin increased, that of the G-quadruplex did not change (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These indicate that the polyamide specifically bound to the duplex hairpin stem instead of G-quadruplex. In the Type IV curves, three unfolding features were seen ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While the first two features are due to the stepwise unfolding of the hairpin stem as a result of the **TH59b** binding (see below), the third feature is for the G-quadruplex unfolding as evidenced by the unfolding force that is much higher than the hairpin and the Δ*L* (7.1 ± 0.2 nm, [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that is consistent with the G-quadruplex ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, top panel). Between the first two features, the lower-force feature is consistent with unfolding of the hairpin without ligand while the higher-force feature suggests the unfolding of a ligand-bound hairpin ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Type IV) ([@B51]). To confirm that the first two features of the Type IV curves are due to the stepwise unfolding of the hairpin, we summed the two Δ*L* values, which indeed showed a value (28.5 ± 0.5 nm) similar to that of the entire hairpin ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, compare the top and the third panels). With the assignments of these unfolding features (first feature in the Type III and second feature in the Type IV curves), we were able to determine the TH59b-bound hairpin population as 37.5% in 100 nM **TH59b** (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, third panel).

In conjugate **TH59b-SL-PDS**, we also observed ligand-bound (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} pink and [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and ligand-free *F-X* curves ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Type I). Again, we observed that the Δ*L* values in TH59b-SL-PDS were similar to those without ligand ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, compare the bottom and top panels), indicating hairpin and G-quadruplex form in presence of this ligand. As a bivalent binder, **TH59b-SL-PDS** can bind with the **--1 nt hairpin telomere interface** via either of the binding units (TH59b and PDS), or both. The unfolding features in the *F--X* curves should therefore reflect this scenario. However, we found majority of the binding occur via either the PDS unit ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Type II in the bottom panel) or both TH59b and PDS units ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Type V in the bottom panel) in the TH59b-SL-PDS, suggesting that PDS binding to the G-quadruplex is easier to occur than the TH59b binding to the duplex region. To determine PDS or TH59b bound fractions in the TH59-SL-PDS, we deconvoluted unfolding forces for the G-quadruplexes and hairpins separately (see Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} pink and Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} for unfolding force histograms). We found 31.1% and 36.6% bound populations as determined from the TH59b and the PDS bindings, respectively, in 100 nM **TH59b-SL-PDS**. To understand whether ligand binding can change the conformation of the G-quadruplex or hairpin structures as a function of force ([@B54]), we investigated RF vs ΔL plots for the **--1 nt telomere hairpin construct** without and with ligands ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In most cases, we did not observe strong force-dependent conformational change in G-quadruplex or hairpin in presence of ligands. In the two-step unfolding of the hairpin in presence of **TH59b** or **TH59b-SL-PDS**, we observed two corresponding ΔL populations, each of which did not significantly vary with force.

Next, we evaluated the two refolding features of the **-1 nt hairpin telomere interface** with 100 nM each of **PDS, TH59b**, or **TH59b-SL-PDS** in the same Tris buffer. The first refolding force in presence of PDS was similar to that without ligand (∼9.0 pN) ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, it increased to ∼9.4 pN in presence of TH59b or TH59b-SL-PDS ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which indicates that the TH59b may facilitate the folding of the upper stem region in which different hybridization matches exist in the presence of multiple TTAGGG repeats. The second refolding process showed the same force (∼4.5 pN) with and without each of the three ligands ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the folding of the lower stem of the hairpin in which no interaction is expected to exist between the hairpin and any of the ligand.

To compare the binding affinity of the PDS, TH59b or TH59b-SL-PDS ligands, we obtained rupture force histograms of the **-1 nt hairpin telomere interface** construct in the presence of 100--1000 nM for PDS, 10--500 nM for TH59b, and 1--100 nM for TH59b-SL-PDS (Figures [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ligand-bound hairpin or G-quadruplex fractions were then determined by statistical deconvolution ([@B50]) from the rupture force histograms described above. Binding curves were constructed based on the ligand-bound hairpin or G-quadruplex fractions vs different ligand concentrations. All binding curves follow Langmuir isotherms for single binding sites (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} A-D), which showed dissociation constant *K*~d~ of 440 ± 80 nM for the **PDS** (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), 36 ± 7 nM for the **TH59b** (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and 0.8 ± 0.1 and 0.8 ± 0.2 nM for the **TH59b-SL-PDS** bindings (determined from the PDS and TH59b binding modes inside the TH59b-SL-PDS, respectively, see Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Measurements of the dissociation constants (*K*~d~) for the **PDS** (**A**), **TH59b** (**B**) and **TH59b-SL-PDS** (**C**: from the PDS binding unit; **D**: from the TH59b binding unit) with **--1 nt hairpin telomere interface**.](gkz135fig5){#F5}

It is interesting that at saturating concentrations of these three ligands, only 40--50% of G-quadruplex/hairpin was bound to the ligand. This can be explained by two possible reasons. First, during force-ramping experiments before unfolding events, the increased tension experienced by the hairpin or G-quadruplex may slightly change their conformations, reducing their binding affinity with ligands. Second, there may be different G-quadruplex conformations formed in the interface construct, some of which may not bind well with ligands or the ligand binding may not substantially increase the unfolding force with respect to the ligand-free structures ([@B55]). In both cases, low-rupture force events misinterpreted as ligand-free states would be observed. It is necessary to point out that experiments in presence of all three ligands were performed under the same conditions (i.e. with the same maximum force and the same force-ramping rate). In addition, the saturation plateaus in presence of each of the three ligands also showed similar ligand-bound fractions. Therefore, the general trend of the *K*~d~ values should not vary significantly among the three ligands after considering these reasons.

The *K*~d~ of the PDS matches very well with the literature ([@B1]). It is only two times larger than that measured by SPR (*K*~d~ = 220 ± 40 nM, [Supplementary Figure S15C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such a difference is understandable given that the telomere interface construct was required to be placed closely to the surface in SPR and the construct was a little different from the single-molecule design ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results confirm the accuracy of our new sub-molecular binding assays. The dissociation constants of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** to this -**1 nt hairpin telomere interface** construct (*K*~d~ = 0.8 nM) are also similar to that of the --**1 nt telomere interface** (*K*~d~ = 0.7 ± 0.1 nM), the **+1 nt telomere interface** (*K*~d~ = 1.2 ± 0.1 nM), or the **0 nt telomere interface** (*K*~d~ = 0.6 ± 0.1 nM) (determined from the PDS binding unit, see [Supplementary Figure S16B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--D), which again corroborates this new binding assay. It is significant that identical *K*~d~ values (0.8 nM) of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** were obtained from the PDS and TH59b binding components. This indicates that the sequential mechanical unfolding, which starts with the telomere duplex in the hairpin stem followed by telomere G-quadruplex in the hairpin loop, does not change the overall binding of the conjugate ligand.

However, *K*~d~ for the **TH59b-SL-PDS** in the SPR measurements (40 nM, [Supplementary Figure S15D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) is much higher than that observed in the optical tweezers experiments (0.8 nM, Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The deviation can be explained by mis-paired structures that may exist in the SPR template ([Supplementary Figure S17A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By pairing different (TTAGGG)~2~ repeats with the C-rich complementary strands, these structures can interfere with correct G-quadruplex formation in the single-stranded section, reducing the overall affinity for the ligand conjugate. Since the mis-paired structures are not stable, they may induce breathing ([@B53],[@B56]) in the duplex TTAGGG repeat. As a result, **TH59b-SL-PDS** shows much reduced binding affinity in the SPR interfacial construct. These artefacts in SPR experiments highlight the advantage of the *K*~d~ measurement by our mechanical unfolding method. First, the single-molecule template contains duplex handles, which ensure correct hybridization that leads to desired telomere interface without mis-paired species ([Supplementary Figure S17B and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Second, since only G-quadruplex and hairpin signals are measured mechanically, it excludes the interference from other regions, to which nonspecific ligand binding may occur. In addition, the single-molecule construct (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) well mimics the natural telomere interface in which long duplex DNA is joined by ssDNA region section. Such an interface geometry is rather difficult to reproduce in the SPR experiments. Due to the requirement to place the telomere interface close to the SPR surface, the dsDNA section needs to be placed from the solution side of the interface, which may block the approach of ligands to the telomere interface.

TH59b-SL-PDS conjugate demonstrates stronger polymerase stop capability at the telomere interface than individual components {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *K*~d~ measurements indicate a significant increase (∼50 times compared to the TH59b and ∼500 times with respect to PDS) in the **TH59b-SL-PDS** binding to the telomere interface. Next, we set out to compare bioactivity of the **TH59b-SL-PDS** with respect to the individual components, **TH59b** or **PDS**. It is well known that G-quadruplex ligands can inhibit replication or transcription processes ([@B40],[@B57]). With much increased binding affinity compared to the TH59b or PDS, we expect **TH59b-SL-PDS** may present stronger inhibitory effects. To test this hypothesis, we designed a DNA polymerase stop assay in which the **-1 nt telomere interface** was introduced downstream of a primer (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Polymerase stop assay of the **-1 nt telomere interface** with and without ligands. (**A**) The stop assay uses a DNA template in which the **--1 nt telomere interface** is placed downstream of a primer labelled with Cy3. (**B**) Denaturing PAGE gel analysis of the polymerase stop assay products in **TH59b, PDS**, and **TH59b-SL-PDS** (template: ligand = 1: 0.5). Positions of the full-length product, the pausing site corresponding to the interface, and the free primer are indicated. Lanes 7 and 8 represent dideoxy sequencing reactions. (**C**) Ratio (mean ± SD, *n* = 3) of the pause vs full product in presence of different ligands at various template versus ligand ratios. Single and double asterisks indicate significant differences at 90% and 95% confidence levels by *t* test, respectively.](gkz135fig6){#F6}

Polymerase extension reaction was carried out using Phi29 DNA polymerase, a processive enzyme capable of displacing the non template DNA strand ([@B58]). First, we compared the replication stop patterns with and without 100 mM KCl. With KCl, the pausing site corresponding to the telomere interface was observed (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, lane 3). As a control, the pausing did not show in the replication without KCl (lane 2). This indicates that formation of the G-quadruplex in the interface can partially stop the extension by Phi29 DNA polymerase.

To evaluate the replication stop effects of different ligands, the same stop assays were performed in presence of the TH59b, PDS and TH59b-SL-PDS ligands at 0.25--1 ligand versus template ratios (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S18A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The **TH59b-SL-PDS** showed the strongest pausing band, followed by **PDS** and **TH59b**, the latter of which showed the pausing pattern similar to that without ligands (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the polyamide--pyridostatin conjugate has the strongest replication stop effect. From the potency of the polymerase-stop effect, we also roughly estimated the dissociation constant (*K*~d~), which showed a trend in qualitative agreement with single molecule measurements (*K*~d~ = 240 ± 80 nM for **PDS**, *K*~d~ = 50 ± 30 nM for **TH59b**, and *K*~d~ = 20 ± 10 nM for **TH59b-SL-PDS**, [Supplementary Figure S18B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is noteworthy that at the 1:0.25 (template:ligand) ratio, the polyamide--pyridostatin ligand stopped replication much more efficiently than pyridostatin or polyamide. This again supports the strongest binding affinity of **TH59b-SL-PDS** among the three ligands. Even at low concentrations, **TH59b-SL-PDS** can bind efficiently to the telomere interface to stop the replication. When the ligand/template ratio increases, the difference in the replication stop for the three ligands becomes smaller, which is likely due to fact that binding of the TH59b and PDS to the telomere interface becomes saturated at higher concentrations.

CONCLUSIONS {#SEC4}
===========

In summary, we have synthesized new ligands (polyamide***−***pyridostatin) to target natural human telomere interfaces. By using innovative sub-molecular binding assays, we have demonstrated specific and high affinity binding of the dimeric tandem-hairpin polyamide***−***pyridostatin at the natural telomere interfaces. We obtained a *K*~d~ of 0.8 nM for the polyamide***−***pyridostatin conjugate **TH59b-SL-PDS**, which is ∼500 times stronger than the **PDS** binding to the telomere G-quadruplex and ∼50 times stronger than the TH59b binding to the telomere duplex. The strongest binding in **TH59b-SL-PDS** was corroborated by replication stop assays in which **TH59b-SL-PDS** demonstrated the strongest replication stop capability. The general strategy of conjugating highly specific duplex-binding molecules with G-quadruplex binders offers new guidelines to specifically target promoter G-quadruplexes, which are always flanked by duplex DNA. Since numerous activities are regulated by promoter G-quadruplexes, this dual targeting approach with high specificity and affinity is expected to address the major hurdle of side effects expected in current G-quadruplex ligands. On the other hand, the sub-molecular binding dissections can offer new perspectives to elucidate the binding mechanism of each monovalent component in a multivalent binding ligand.
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